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Language Instruction for Languages Without Fluent Speakers: Acjachemem Almost-Like-Immersion 
TPR, Absolute Beginners 
By Kelina N. T. Lobo 

 
My tribal language is a language without fluent speakers.  How do you 
learn a language when there are no speakers?  By carefully constructing 
detailed lessons.  The uphill battle is huge; our language has been 
obliterated by mass media, the lack of learning resources, and a history 
of cultural dislocation and enslavement in the California mission system.  
And of course, by the many competing challenges that each of us face 
today.  There is no existing community of people who already speak it 
fluently, and we learn it because we love our language that much.  
Language is culture, and we want it to survive and thrive.   
 
I am Acjachemem, but other indigenous communities face this same 
challenge.  I’ve created a set of three introductory language lessons that 
anyone can use as a template and adapt for teaching endangered 
languages, or languages without fluent speakers.  These three lessons 

are created for indigenous educators, teaching their language of heritage to other tribal members.  They 
are not intended for non-Native educators in a K-12 setting.  These written lessons accompany my in-
person teaching demonstrations. 
 
Many of us dream of language immersion and language nests, but without fluency ourselves and 
without fluent speakers, that is very difficult to do.  But immersion-like language instruction can be done 
with TPR (total physical response).  These lessons create a setting where language learners use critical 
thinking, physical activity, and learn-by-doing to learn their language of heritage.  Most importantly, 
immersion-like language instruction is all about speaking and using the language.  This kind of language 
instruction gets away from workbooks, memorization of single words on a page, and reading and 
writing.  By necessity, these lessons must be very detailed and deliberate - teaching in a language we are 
not fluent in requires this.    
 
The Acjachemem people (or Juaneño) are right on the California coast in Orange County, and our 
language is part of the Uto-Aztecan family of languages, and the Takic branch. Inland from us in the hills, 
there is a dialect of the same language known as Payómkawichum (or Luiseño.) We are dialects of each 
other, and all of us from sunny Southern California. 
 
Let’s get started! 
 
 

  

Hear audio of Acjachemem (Chamtéela):  
 
Words and phrases in this lesson: http://bit.ly/338jCsySoundCloud3TPR  
More of my Acjachemem lessons on SoundCloud: https://bit.ly/2E6KFv8  
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Acjachemem: Three Lessons for the Beginning Language Learner 
 

Audience: Absolute beginners, all ages.  Some may be familiar 
with a few words and phrases. 
Instructor: Can be a beginner themselves, after becoming 
thoroughly familiar with the lessons and all pronunciation. 
Materials: Can be done with large flashcards, stuffed animals, 
rubber objects, or real items. 
Assessment: Orally, with positive reinforcement.  No formal 
assessment, other than the satisfaction of learning and using our 
Indigenous language.  Language learners at different levels assist 
each other through practice and community effort. 
 
Instruction: In language immersion, language nests and TPR 
(Total Physical Response), syntax is not explained explicitly.  
Learners may like to have it explained later, but not at this early 

stage.  In the lessons that I propose below, learning is done entirely in the target language with no 
English, and by active involvement, critical thinking, and repetition.  Evaluation is done orally in game-
like settings.  Learners are encouraged to vocalize the words and phrases they know , and form new 
phrases.  Language learning is all about speaking!  All correct answers are confirmed with a friendly 
[‘Ohóo!] “Yes!” and other positive reinforcement. 
 
Most of us learn best by doing, and this approach that I describe here is classic TPR.  TPR involves a 
combination of immersion-like activity - moving the whole body and engaging in critical thinking - to 
figure out concepts on our own.  The more senses we involve in learning, the better recall we will have.  
This involves a lot of very animated expressions, movements, repetition, actions, and interactions.  This 
approach introduces syntax concepts one at a time, with further reinforcement and repetition before 
moving on to the next concept.  Practice is alternated with new concepts introduced in a layered 
approach.  For a younger group or a more casual group, practice sessions can be done between lessons. 
 
So that you can see the progression of learning, I summarize the three lessons including topics, 
concepts, and expected outcomes. 
 
Topics and Concepts Covered: 

• Lesson 1: 45 to 60 minutes. Introducing 20-30 nouns, “yes” and “no,” and “this is a…”.  Identify 
a sentence and the appropriate positive or negative response. 

 

• Lesson 2: 45 to 60 minutes. A question and a simple command: “Give me --.”  Learners will be 
able to identify a command and respond with the appropriate action.  Learners will be able to 
identify if a question is yes/no, or if the question is asking for a single word answer. 
Hands-on activity: “give me the…” game.   
  

• Lesson 3: 60 minutes.  Reinforce previous learning of vocabulary of 20-30 nouns plus 10 more 
nouns, phrases, commands, and yes/no questions , with flashcards or hand-held items.  
Introduce plural noun formation.  Review, and practice of plural formation.  Brief introduction of 
plural suffixes in short question sentences. 
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Lesson 1: Flashcards  
Introducing 20-30 nouns, “yes” and “no,” “This is a…” and “Say it!” 
 

1) The instructor holds the flashcard up and clearly states the word: [húnwut] “bear”; [péshlish] 
“bowl”; [táanat] “blanket,” etc., going through all the flashcards that way, stating only the single 
word with no other embellishment.  The instructor does not use any English, but instead nods, 
motions, or says a few words in Acjachemem.   

 
2) The instructor goes through flashcards again, asking the group to shout out the words by saying 

[Yáx!] “Say it! (to one person),” or [Yáxum!] “Say it! (to more than one person)” and motioning 
with their hand/arm to the group to speak.  Learners are encouraged to say the words out loud.  
If there is no answer after a pause, the instructor states the word.  Instructor re-states words for 
clear pronunciation, and makes hand motions encouraging the group to speak after each 
flashcard or item.  The instructor confirms the correct answer with a friendly [‘Ohóo] “Yes,” 
nodding their head, and [Qáy] “No,” shaking their head in the negative.  After learners appear 
comfortable with yes and no, the instructor can add as appropriate, [Qáy.  Húnwut qáy táanat.] 
“No.  A bear is not a blanket.”  

 
3) Next, the instructor introduces a short sentence.  Instructor points to the object and states [’Iví 

húnwut.] “This is a bear.” (Or bowl, a blanket, a squirrel, etc.) This is done for all of the 20-30 
items, stating in this short sentence what they are in the target language.  [’Iví táanat.] “This is a 
blanket.”  Note that only singular nouns are used for this first lesson in Acjachemem.  

 
Lesson 1: Vocabulary 
’Ohóo    yes  
Qáy    no  
’Iví húnwut.    This is a bear. 
Yáx!    Say it! (directed at one person.) 
Yáxum!    Say it! (directed at more than one person.) 
Qáy.  Húnwut qáy táanat.    No.  A bear is not a blanket. 
 
20 nouns: 

1) ‘áa’i    crow                                                              
2) ‘amáya’mal    child     
3) ‘anó    coyote   
4) ‘awáal    dog   
5) ‘áyla    abalone     
6) húnwut    bear   
7) kícha    house   
8) ku’áal    fly (insect)  
9) kútapish    bow     
10) kwíila    acorn (Whole acorn and black oak variety.) 
11) náachxanish    food   
12) páa$al    chia (plant)    
13) péshlish    bowl   
14) qéengish    ground squirrel   
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15) qewéewish    fox   
16) táanat    blanket   
17) tíshmal    hummingbird                                                   
18) túkmal    basket   
19) wixét    canoe (tule)  
20) ya’ásh    man (adult human male)   
 
  

Lesson 2: Commands (Give me) and Questions 
A simple question, a simple command, and responses: “What is this?”, “Is this a bear?”, “Give me…” 
 

1) The lesson starts with the same flashcard process as described above, reinforcing vocabulary of 
the 20-30 nouns already learned, “yes,” “no,” and “this is a…” going through all words at least 
once as a reminder. 
 

2) Next, the instructor introduces a question, making question expressions on their face and 
question motions with their body: [’Iví $ú… húnwut? ‘Ohóo mán qáy?] “Is this a bear?  Yes or 
no?”  …Or bowl, a blanket, abalone, a crow, etc.  “Yes or no?” is optional.  [’Iví $ú… húnwut?] “Is 
this a bear?” is an alternate.  Language learners are encouraged to shout out answers for each 
item, either single words, the sentence “This is a --.”, and yes or no answers, as appropriate.  
The instructor does not use any English, but instead nods, motions, or says “yes” or “no” or “say 
it!” in Acjachemem.  The instructor continues the same way by pointing to objects or holding 
them up and stating names, sometimes correct and sometimes incorrect, followed by: [’Iví $ú ---
?  ‘Ohóo mán qáy?] “Is this a ---?  Yes or no?”  Learners are expected to reply [‘Ohóo] or [Qáy] 
“Yes” or “No,” having identified that a yes/no answer is needed.  With correct answers, the 
instructor nods and replies with the affirmative [‘Ohóo.  ‘Iví ---.]  “Yes.  This is a --.”  Incorrect 
answers are replied with [Qáy.  ‘Iví qáy ---.  Iví ---.]  “No.  This is not a --.  This is a ---.”  All 
vocabulary is rotated through several times so that each person has the opportunity to practice. 
 

3) Next, the instructor holds up an item and introduces a general question: [’Iví $ú hícha?]  “What 
is this?” The instructor motions to the group that it is a question, and has an expression as if 
asking a question and expecting a response from the group.  Learners are reminded to speak 
when the instructor holds up the item and says: [Yáx!] “Say it! (to one person),” or [Yáxum!] or 
“Say it! (to more than one person).”  Learners are expected to reply with the word for the item, 
having identified that the word for the item is needed.  Correct and incorrect answers are 
reinforced with [’Ohóo] “Yes,” and [Qáy] “No.”  If they are comfortable with it, learners can also 
elaborate on what they know, by saying [’Iví ---.] “This is a --.”  The instructor gives an 
affirmative nod, smile and [’Ohóo] for correct answers.  Note that learners are not expected to 
learn or memorize everything at this point – there will be many opportunities to practice in the 
future. 

 
Hands-on activity: “Give me the…” game (commands).   
 
For this game, only INANIMATE nouns are used.  The animate nouns are set aside for now.  In 
Acjachemem, animate nouns are treated differently with a different suffix.  Beginners start with only  
inanimate objects, and animate nouns can be added later on once learners are familiar with how to 
create object forms of animate nouns. 
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Everyone sits in a circle or in close proximity.  Common 
household items are scattered around within reach.  This is 
by design so that people can practice using everyday 
language, practicing with things they have around the house.   
 
The first person calls the name of someone in the group and 
asks for something to be given to them. For example, [John.  
‘Óovi néyk péshlish] “John.  Give me the bowl.”   
 
The second person gives the first person the bowl, and then 
that second person must ask someone else for another item, 
such as [Ann.  ‘Óovi néyk míixanish.] “Ann.  Give me the 
clothes.” 

 
That third person must hand the second person the clothing, and then ask another person for something 
else, for example: [‘Óovi néyk náachaxanish.]  “Give me the food.”     

 
If someone gives the incorrect item, they are “out” of the game.  The game continues the same way 
until everyone is out and one person remains.  As learners become more advanced, learners can try to 
get people “out” by introducing new words and syntax. For example, “Give it to him/her” or by inventing 
nonsense words or mentioning items that are not present.  

 
Keep in mind that in Acjachemem, this game uses inanimate items at the beginning level.  Other 
languages may be different.  After the group is familiar with working with animates in object form, those 
can be introduced in the game for additional challenges. 

 
As learners make even more progress with the language, more directions can be added, such as “Give it 
to the man/woman/child.”, “Give me the large cup.” Or “Give it to the woman wearing green.” 
 
Lesson 2: New Vocabulary 
’Iví $u húnwut?    Is this a bear? 
‘Ohóo mán qáy?    Yes or no? 
‘Iví qáy ---.    This is not a ---. 
’Iví $u hícha?    What is this?   
 
Game: 
‘Óovi néyk péshlish.    Give me the bowl. 
‘Óovi néyk ---.    Give me the ---. 
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Lesson 3: Plurals 
10 more nouns and plural formation in nouns, plurals in short sentences: “Are these bears?” 
 

1) The lesson starts with the same flashcard process as described above, reinforcing vocabulary of 
20-30 nouns already learned, “yes,” “no,” and “This is a…”, “Is this a ---?  Yes or no?” and “What 
is this?” going through all words at least once as a reminder. 
 

2) After all flashcards are gone through at least once as a refresher, with people shouting out 
answers for each item, 10 more nouns are introduced in the same way. 

 
3) Next, the instructor introduces how to say a plural noun with several of the same items visible.  

For example, there are several of each item sitting out, or duplicate 
flashcards: a set of bowls, a pile of blankets, etc., or a collection of the 
rubber animals.  The instructor says the plural of the word for each of 
the items: [húnwutum] “bears”; [péshlishum] “bowls”; [táanatum] 
“blankets,” etc., going through all the flashcards that way. The 
instructor should only state the single word with no other 
embellishment.  (The plural suffix is [-m] or [-um].)  Learners are 
encouraged to shout out answers, or respond as appropriate.  Then as a 
demonstration, the instructor runs through them again and saying the 
word as singulars, contrasting to plurals right after each, and pointing to 
one item or several items.  [Húnwut] “bear”; [péshlish] “bowl”; [táanat] 
“blanket”.  In the next round after the demo, the instructor seeks more 
input from the group and will hold up or point to items and ask for a 
response from the group. The learners must be able to say the word in 

singular form, vs. plural as appropriate.   
 

4) Next, once the learners are familiar with making plural nouns, the instructor introduces the 
familiar question, except for plural items, not a singular item: “Are these bears?  Yes or no?”  
[Ivím $úm húnwutum? ‘Ohóo man qáy?]  After a few items, learners may recognize that the 
plural suffix [-m] or [-um] has been added to all of the words in the sentence, not just the noun.   

 
5) The lesson is rounded out by review and practice of all material learned.  Note that learners are 

not expected to learn or memorize everything at this point. There will be many opportunities to 
practice in the future.  All is done in good humor and good spirits! 

 
Lesson 3: New Syntax 
•  The more observant in the group will notice that the plural form of nouns is created by adding an [-m] 
or [-um] suffix.  The [-m] suffix is added to nouns that end in a vowel.  For nouns that end in a consonant 
the suffix [-um] is added.  However, this syntax is not explained in the lesson or activity.  Instead it is 
learned by example. 
•  Using a plural noun in this particular simple question sentence follows a similar pattern, [-m] or [-um] 
added to each word in the sentence. 
Iví $ú húnwut? – Is this a bear? 
Ivím $úm húnwutum? – Are these bears? 
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10 more nouns:  
1) $ungáal    woman   
2) ‘atáax    person   
3) kuláawut    wood   
4) kút    fire     
5) móomat    ocean  
6) móyla    moon   
7) náavut    prickly pear pads   
8) páala    water   
9) qáwla    pack rat (desert rodent)   
10) temét    sun   
11) tóo$axit    rabbit   
12) tóota   rock    
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• Hyde, Villiana. 1971. An introduction to the Luiseño 
language. Banning, CA: Malki Museum Press. 
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I am an Acjachemem tribal member and a linguist, and I hope these three lessons are helpful 
to you.  Learn more about my language here: http://bit.ly/LoboKLinguisticsAcj 
 

 


